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POLARIZATION CHARACTERISTICS OF RADAR ECHOES

ýTMODCTION

Much can be learned about electromagpetic scattering from the polu-iza-
tion properties of radar echoes. This report derives information on scatter-
ing by couparing data for various polarizations obtained at the Royal Radar
Establishment (RRE), Great Malvern, Wiltshire, with data obtained elsewhere.
To accomplish this, equations are developed that express scattering for trans-
mitting circular polarization and receiving circular or linear polarizations
in terms of scattering for transmitting linear and receiving linear polariza-
tions.

The RRE data were obtained some years ago under a program directed by.

Mr. I.M. Hunter, who is now engaged in air traffic control activities with the
Ministry of Aviation Headquarters. His current office address is: The
Adeiphi, John Adam Street, London, WO. 2. 1 have had several delightful and
profitable discussions with Hunter as a result of this investigation.

The RRE results were presented in References 1 and 2, which are,
respectively:

1. M. Gent, I.M. Hunter, and N.P. Robinson, "Polarization of
Radar Echoes, Including Aircraft, Precipitation and Terrain,"
Proc. I=• 110, 12, p 2139, 1963

2. I.M. Hunter and T.B.A. Senior,. "Experimental Studies of Sea-
Surface Effects on Low-Angle Radars," Proc. IE U2, 11,
p 1731, 1966

These papers contain significant radar data for transmitting circular
(linear was sometimes transmitted) polarization measured with instrumentation
for which great care was taken to assure that high accuracy was acquired in
the relative magnitudes of variously polarized echoes. Let Ocr denote the
radar cross section for transmitting polarization A and receijng polarisa-
tion B. To describe the data, R, L, H and V are used to denote right circular,
left circular, horizontal and vertical polarization3. The snecific observa-
tions made by Hunter, et al., c'.sidered in this report are as follows:

1. For all available conditions of seas at near-grazing incidence,
averages of 0 iR and Or were nearly equal.

2. For seas at near-grazing incidence, iV and 0" were investigated
(relative xwgnitudes given as -O.5dB). It 5 foun"hat the ratio ofi'
the averages ,/ vý depends on sea state and aziumth, but that
nearly alwayi exceedibjR.

A
6.
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3. For seas at near-grazing incidence, average er- sumetimes exceeds
aver age a'j by as much as 1 dB. When this happens, it occar on~y if the
antenn points crosswind., in general along the troughs in the waves.

4. For trees it was not possible t~o detect any difference between
01 RV and O'RH' but CORwas less than arRL by about 11 dB on the awvorage.

S. For airplanes measured., tCr and 0 iL are, on the average, equal
within an accuracy of 2 dB or bett. &nde the conditions, vstgtd

a-Hwas approximately 10 dB less thuman o-

Radar astronomers use circular polarization, as distinct fr,= linear,
- to eliminate undesirable effects of ionospheric Faraday rotation. In order

to acquire more insight into surface roughness, both circiularl:r-pnlarized
echo conponents are sometimes studied. Although circular polari-',tion is
commonly used., in civil and military applications., to reduce echok from rain.,
the aamout of "earth-bound" circular-polarization data is consiidovsbly less
than that for linear polarizations. It is usually assumed that if a:j is
imuch less than er , the backscattering surface is smooth compared to a wave-

lenth.This i 5 kts o .uteet al., found that the circular): 0o1rze
echoes were nearly equal for trees, seas at near-graz~ng incidence, and air-
planes. Also discussed are previously published data for a moderately heavy
sea, normal incidence, and a-transmitter wavelength of 1.2 cm. For these
conditions, 0rM is much less than o, . Therefore, for earth-bound surfaces
the conditio mrach less than a-Ldoes not preclude rough surfaces.

THMOY FOR TRANSMITMIG AND REMEVING CIRCULAR POLARIZATIONS

In general, the polarization of an electromagnetic wave cmn be character-
ized by a vector. This vector consists of two orthogonal componenxts witich can

be linear, circular, or elliptical. The change in polarization due to reilectionI
frmatarget can be considered as% a change in 5 the components of the vector
reprseningthe wave falling on the target .- The new components are obtained

by mul~tiplying the incident wave vector by a matrix representing the targe~t
properties. In the case of a linear reference system,, tha relationship,,
suppressing range dependence, between the incident and reflected vectors and
the transforming matrix may be given as follows:

ir t

Er.a ay \Et\y(1)

\// a ~ ajs~

__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

4_• 1 •16
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Similarly, for the circula",' reference system:

rI I t2

~22/ (~)(2)
and BYand and are orhogonal linear and circular comonents,

respectively, of the electric vector lying in the plane perpendicular to

the direction of propagation, and the superscripts I and L indicated trans-

mitted and received components. Klements ai and cj are in general coplex

(phase factors). The first subscript designates transmitted polarization and

the second designates received polarization. For most cases, the square

matrices are symnetric, i.e., aij = ajj. cij = ji (this may be visualized

by interchanging the transmitting aer receiving roles). For the derivations.

that follow, it is assumed that a.i = aji andcj = c

The matrix coefficients c i can be expressed in terms of the aij if the

transmitted and received circularly-polarized waves are expressed in terms

of the respective linearly-polarized waves. From Eq. 2, fce the conditions
t a t t

•and E separately equaing zero, the c can be obtained in terms of B,

B2 , F1 , and E 2. For the equations that folov, E 13 defined a" the

circul'arly-polarized electric field that exists if 1 = JR (for this case
t t

E2 is zero), and 9 is defined as the circularly-polarized electric field
t tthat exist;s if Zt= _jK (for this case ' is zero), and t are

equal to/72l Fromn reciprocity, a bilateral antennak receives the

same polarization that it radiates. Therefore, upon reception the antenna

outputs are proportonal to

r E+E r .. Ir
and X 2

Br 2Sandy (for I andtE each equaling zero) can be obtained from
Eq. 1. One finally sees that

j411"= •

__,,__.___-__-__-_____ . t
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1c~ud a +aj(3)1 2
and

1C221 = --ay, iaxy
i 2

The x and y diric-tions applicable to Eqs. 3 are arbitrary. To discuss

data for horizontal and vertical polarizations (denoted later by H and V), assume

that the x and y directions point to the right and upward, respectively. Then,

t tthe definitions of It and Ii result in directions 1 and 2 being left circular

and right circular, respectively. For most purposes, circularly polarized echoes

are described Idup3V as "hamee and "opposlte"; this means that the echo is

rotating in either the same or opposite direction as is the transmitted wave.

INTMMMTIOF Q0 CULM-&MLA DATA

As previously stated, the a' s and c's are complex quantities that are
proportional to the electric fields. To equate the various radar cross sections
(proportional to electric field sqm-red), care must be taken to account for phase
appropriately. Considered below are three limiting cases for radar cross section,

For a perfectly conducting surface having radii of curvature large compared
with a wavelength, one would expect that a is equal to a . This means that
at all times the phase and amplitude changeupon reflectionyis the same for both
polarizations. Then, Eqs. 3 would indicate thit

U T 22

and (4)

•12 = xx = yy

SOne expects that c would be swall for a large, smooth scatterer. Edges
might produce scue'epolarized echo - surfaces with radii small compared to
a wavelength, such as sharp edges, are expected to be the major contributors to

Sx_"
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Equations 4 are not, in general, valid for dielectr.'.c surfaces or

poorly conducting surfaces because the reflection coefficient (magnitude

and phase) for the air-surface inter f4e will depend upon polarization apd

aspect angle. However, the cýWe, reflection coefficients for the two.

linear polarizations (pirallel and normal to incidence plane) at an air-

water interface are, for angles near notyial incidence, nearly equal and

slowly varying functions of ineidence angle. Wiltse, et al., 6 reported

results obtained at 24 Mz for O'Hj' ervy, °'yv and Cfor receiving right-

and left-circular polarizations when trAnsmitting circular polarization

2 and a',, or 62'.). The data, which were for a moderately heavy sea,,

indicated that 012 fornwmal incidence was approximately equal to a-, and

0"H*.I and 6"!2 was about 10 dB greater theanO 11" These are highly interest-

ing data because, in combination with Eqs. 3 and 4, they indicate that a.,

and alH tend to be equal on an instanOaeous basis (but not necesaarily

always equal). Thus, the polarisation data stroingly suggest that at normal

incidence sea echo, eyen for a moderately heavy sea, is caused primarily by

specular reflection. -.

For vegetation and for rough seas at grazing incidence, relative

magnitudes and phases of a,, a., ana will depend upon the positions
and orientations of the scatterers (leaves, twigs, ripples, and waves);

therefore, it is expected that a.*, a and a.. would be statistically

indepondent. Then Eqs. 3 indicate, on the average, that

0CU=l2= 'r2 + +07

and() 4 4

For scatterers of this type r11 would, depending upon the magnitude of
jVXY j exceed •'r2,

7
Reported date for vegetation indicati that on the average a HO and

f ae a t equal, and th rto a3 Od•B0 . All
elements of foliage d9 not depolarize; therefore, because of different

positions and orientations of the scatterers, the a of individual scatterers

77
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are expected to be independent of the corresponding a., and a . However, a.,
yy xS and &ymay be equal for sce surfaces (tree trunks, for exaple); therefore,

qs.' 5' are not coMpletely valid for vegetation. The fact that substantial echo
pweer for which ae. is equaj to ayy (aAlittude and phase) is confirmed by circular

polarization data given by Gent; et a!. They found that for trees ejk was lcss
thaa O4- by about li dB on the average. The reader may wish to review Eqs. 3 and

recall that

- = I c 2

a1L2 7121
For rough seas the depolarized echo m.ght be 5 dB less than 4 HH or 0.,

for calm seas W 2 may be 10 dB greater than HH and 15 dB greater than -VH.
Hunter and Senior reported relative vtlues for the averages of 7jR and crL for

depression angles between 0.30 ad 30. '' The ratio of these averages, e RLI
was between +1 and -2 dB for all availabie sea states and wind conditions (the
experimental error was given as t. - dB). For high seas the mean values of
and O'RL were found to be about equal, but instantaneous values were not. Thus,

Eqs. 5 appear to be valid for high sea states and small depression angles; and
Saý,L, syy and a are then, in essence, statistically independent. For low sea

states o0 RR and crRL were reported to be equal on an instantaneous basis; this
is consistent with the linear polarization data and Eqs. 3.

Apparently some aircraft, on the ave'rage, also satisfy Eqs. 5. Gent, et al.,

reported that at X-band Oil and Pj2 are equal within an accuracy of 2 dB or
better. For these measurements IrVH was approximately 10 dB less than cr7w" Since
the depolarization is small, this measurement indicates that a. and av are not
equal on an instantaneous basis, but that the average values of HH and 01W are

nearly equal.

Few actual surfaces are so smooth and symmetrical that axx is expected to
be equal to ayy over all angles. For examples in studies of backscattering of

vertical and horizontal polarizations from flat rectangular plates. Ross found
that V'W and OHH are approximately equal for near-specular angles, but for near-
grazing incidence, OW is such greater than cjH. It is well known that CW is
also greater than cTH for a calm or moderate sea at near-grazing incidence. If
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ayy is much greater than axx and a.x, Zqs. 3 indicate that

S' c = 22  -= ry4. (6)

For this case the various cross sections for circular polarization would

be equal and 6 dB less than O.Y.

MWR FOM ~MMTTING -LM~LAR ANID MHZC5VD(G IMA POLARIZATIONI
Equation 1 can be used to obtain the received linearly polarized

components when the transmitted polarization is circular. Let ty j=,t

then it is seen that

=t
ir ( + jaA

(7)
Er (a 

++ja)t
t t

If the opposite circularity were transmitted (B -Jst the equations
for the fields corresponding to those above would be obtained by replacing

j by-j in q. 7.
Radar cross section Or for any combination of transmitted and received

polarizations can be expressed in terms of the a's. For example, since

< is proportional to the square of the ratio of the received to the tran•j-

nutted electric fields, it may be seen that

I cr =12+
2

where K is a multiplicative constant determined by over-all system

parame'ters.

The x and y directions applicable to Eq. 1 are arbitra.r. To

discuss data for horizontal and vertical polarirations (denoted by H and V),

assae that the x and y directions point to the right and upward, respectively.

___
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Thn, e dofinitions of Ii an 2 re6lt in directions 1 and? 2 being,

resA.Cty*1y,, left circular and right circular (donated by L and R). There-
fore, rtar cross section for trmauitting circular and receiving horizontal

and votua -Pblar.sationa can be xpjsed as fcll,,a:

2C'LV K !U + Ja

(9)

OK 112~~L
2

SrRV 2

x K~vl =vI
K jaWj 2  HH

KIa J lt2=K a~ 2 = C..H = eT..

In general, ncae of the IT 's are equal au an instantaneous basis because
the phase and amplitudo of each of the a's is a fluctuating function of time.

MMMýAMONOF CROIARM TA
Te facets of a sea surface that are ccmpa•able in si.e to a wavelength

or larger are not expected to depolarlse (a. and ni&iigible), but would

in general contribute to a. and a&. The contribution to aw and a. for

much amdepolarizing scatterera may or my not be equal. Asymetric
scatterers, -uch as ripples, that have dimensions small compared with a wave-

length,, ae expected to depolarize. Ripples will, of course, also produce
contributims ft o and a.. •imce relative magimks and phases of the
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a's for a Sivmn IlIuminated patch of sea will depend on the positious

and oriLatationa of the various scatterrs ,(ripplas and aveas), aHY

(or a.) wIl b statistically npe•ednt of a and V

For computing average values,, cerirtai ainpliicatiwet cau be nad.,
for targets for which the ats are statistically independe. Len tt a ba

denote a tim averae. Then fro Eq. 9, avorage cross section for sea

echo m~y be expressed as

"2

Hunter and Senior give results2 obtained at X-band fer t.in

*ght--ci-cular and receiving H and V polarizations. tey reported that,,

for a lmtdseries of measremoents, the ratio 0 a on o

p tca pose: to be equivalent to i r /JjT-,. Ibererfctpre- I
1isv aauremnta were made using a circularly-polarized tramissiat, j

Qiih ;emitd simultan (eo Rv and an), a opposed to sequential.

M.natin of & w and 8ý'HR cannot be oveemhsie. For exipe, ra&.
cross sectio of sea echo has been observed to .increW• by as pach as
10 dB in a ai-vnte intervia. 8

to Orvv/" CrHH tae dif ference ma&, or my" not be negl ble deendn on!

relative nagitude of tr• o- W and c, HV. However.

W>'vv= 'f eRV > ? (

7herefore, the technique of measuring th, r 4.:'io I/R H is a vald
means for determiitng whether W is -- nan, equal to, or greater

than f.
HHT

4:9
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I ~Relativs mspaitudas of Hv,~ ad8 depend on many factorsSIncluing sea conditims and tranmitter vavelength. Results at 6.3.- Cs
W and 35 (3 for smeLl dression anglez ame Sini e3mshere.8 Progressing

In ths dr•vctJit of cala to row;h "ea ciditiot s, PW and aF at 6.3 GQz

xi• t • • X-0 by 13 d8 and 6 dB, 10 dD and 6 dB, and 6 dB for both,
II reapecti.y. From zRs. 10,% &IE and iRH will be raised by dB or 0.4

0l by contributions fro ma: that are, respectively, 6 dB or 10 dB less

than ML aTe &I'a at 35 (Us are more nearly equal to one another than at

6.3 GHs. Therefore, at X-bind it is expected that 6ý would usually

differ from 6 ,V8/t by less than I dB. The 6-dB figure was purposely

selected so that esxtiates of errors would be conservative. A more typical

va ,butit dped•s on sea state and azimth, would be 9 dB instead of

6 dB. his mans that, on the average, the errors will be smller than

indicatd above.

Hunter and Senior give results on the dependence of 4RV and r,
for mal depreasia sanles, on azimuth. For these measurements, over-all

accuracy for relative maitudes was given as t 0.5 dB. They found that
"the ratio oR/ &I depends on sea state and aimth, but that &RV

nearly alwVs exceeds F •. An exception to this was for a medium sea

state mhen looking crosswind (in general, along the troughs in the waves).

i In this case it ,a found that rr RH may be slightly larger (1 dB according
to an idealised curve given) than rRV" In view of Eqs. U., it would

SappeAr that exceeds r under those conditions. Further. the ratios

is close to unity

Under sea comditims for Ahich exceeded 0RV a more or less

typical ratio was 1 dB, but from personal discussions with Hunter it appears

that on occasion Or •y have exceeded & RV by nearly 2 dB. The sea

conditiors under which a', exceeds 0" Rv are of Importance be.cause this

is not adAtsuble under the classical interference theory. However, there

is no doubt that the amerage of O'RM will, on occasion, be greater thma the

meragp Cr for crossind conditi• s; this necessarily ali a that the
a verage a- will, on occasion, exceed the average e

HH W,
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A type-setting error exists in reference 2 regarding the notation
SV - SH; this should read cR/Rv"e• H

CC CLUSICNS }
The accurate measurements of Hunter, et aL, represent a significant

contribution to the literature, and the results should help to provide

further insight into the scattering mechaniams of cemplex surfaces. The

following has been learned from the observations tabulated in the

Introduction:

1. For rough seas at near-grazing incidence, fields for transmitting

and receiving horizontal, transmitting and receiving vertical, and trans-

mitting a linear and receiving its orthogonal component are, in essence,

statistically independent.

2. For seas at near-grazing incidence, the average of 0w nearly

always exceeds average of HH', because averages for V are

shown to be nearly equal to averages for 0' H.W" In a sense this

is new information, because the ratio had not previously been

acquired in a single measurement.

3. For seas at near-grazing incidence, average 7rHH somitimes exceeds

average O'W,. This was shown to be so, because if 0-RH is greater than

(: RV' then -HH is necessarily greater than a-W. It had previously
been observed (an rare occasions) that (rH exceeds Ni t• conditions

for this anomaly had not been established, except it was known to have

occurred for rough or moderately rough seas. Hunter, et al., found that
when it exists, it consistently occurs looking crosswin. ,rod, in general,,

along tha t'oulhs in the waves.

4. For trees a substantial portion of the echo power is in fields

Sfor transmitting and receiving horizontal, transmitting and receiving

verticol, and transmitting and receiving orthogonal linear components

that sre, in essence, statistically indep ident. However, there is a

diAcerniie mount of retart from treea for which fields for transmitting
and receiving horizontal and for transmitting and receiving vertical are

equal both iv amplitude and phase.

___,______-_____-___--__.__

+ _ + +_++ _++• + ._ •• • +-
+- -- -- -- + ,C •._•+<•++-+++ - -•: • •+ • +++-+., .• •,..A
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S. For *irplsiwn masured by Hunter, let al., instantaneous values of

anMd tWane not equal. Since the major ocattering surfaces are can-
parable in size to a wa*velengt or larger, it would hAve been expected that.

and 0, are, in general, equal on an instantaneo-. basis.

f 

w

I
ii
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